
Unit 2
120 Marks
The total time allocated for assessed tasks is 12 hours.

Candidate Name:
Candidate Number:
Centre Name:
Centre Number:
Teacher Assessor:
Date of Practical Assessment (Task 3):
Font and size: Coursework can be typed or handwritten. Where work is handwritten, writing should be neat and clear using black or blue pen. When work is typed 
the font should be no bigger than size 12 using the following font types: Calibri, Times New Roman, Comic Sans or Arial. 

Photographical evidence: Coloured photographs of the final dishes must be provided. Where complex or medium techniques or skills have been achieved, 
photographic evidence IS REQUIRED (e.g., photograph of candidate filleting a fish or deboning chicken for a complex skill and kneading dough for bread or 
reducing a sauce for a medium skill). All photographs must be signed and dated by the teacher and candidate and scanned. Digital signatures are acceptable.

Additional Slides can be added if necessary.



Scenario
(EXAMPLE)



Customer 1: Mind map of possible dishes



Customer 2: Mind map of possible dishes



Chosen dishes including accompaniments
Customer 1 Customer 2



Task 1: The Importance of nutrition



Customer 1: Assess how the dish meets the 
nutritional needs of the customer (Resources: NOT permitted)



Customer 2: Assess how the dish meets the 
nutritional needs of the customer (Resources: NOT permitted)



Customer 1: Explain the impact of cooking methods on the 
nutritional value of the chosen dish (Resources: NOT permitted)



Customer 2: Explain the impact of cooking methods on the 
nutritional value of the chosen dish (Resources: NOT permitted)



Task 2: Menu Planning



Customer 1: Discuss the factors which affected 
your choice of dish (Resources: permitted)



Customer 2: Discuss the factors which affected 
your choice of dish (Resources: permitted)



Plan to produce your two dishes (Resources: permitted)

Time Method Special Points



Plan to produce your two dishes (Resources: permitted)

Time Method Special Points



Plan to produce your two dishes (Resources: permitted)

Time Method Special Points



Plan to produce your two dishes (Resources: permitted)

Time Method Special Points



Plan to produce your chosen dishes (Resources: permitted)

Ingredients Equipment



Task 3: The techniques of preparation, cooking and presentation of dishes



Colour photographs of completed dishes
Customer 1 Customer 2



Skills: highlight all skills demonstrated in practical session                                       
*Basic **Medium ***Complex

Preparation techniques:

blending* beating* grating* hydrating* juicing* mashing* melting* marinating * proving*
puréeing* shredding * sieving * tenderising * zesting * creaming** dehydrating** folding**
kneading** measuring** mixing** rub-in** rolling ** skinning** toasting(nuts/seeds) **
weighing** crimping*** laminating (pastry)*** melting using bain-marie*** piping*** shaping***
unmoulding*** whisking(aeration)***

Knife techniques:

chopping* peeling* trimming* bâton** chiffonade** dicing** slicing** deseeding** spatchcock**
brunoise*** julienne*** mincing*** deboning*** filleting*** segmenting***

Cooking techniques:

basting* boiling* chilling* cooling* dehydrating* freezing* grilling* skimming* toasting*
baking** blanching** braising** deglazing** frying** griddling** pickling** reduction** roasting**
sautéing** setting** steaming** water-bath (sous-vide) ** baking blind*** caramelising*** deep fat 
frying*** emulsifying*** poaching*** tempering***



Colour photographs of evidence of complex and 
medium skills

Customer 1 Customer 2



Task 4: Evaluating cooking techniques



Customer 1: Assess the production of the 
presented dishes (Resources: permitted)



Customer 2: Assess the production of the 
presented dishes (Resources: permitted)



Review your own performance (Resources: permitted)



Review your own performance (Resources: permitted)
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